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The story you tell in the future will either be one that happened to you or 
one that you made happen. It will either be a story that propelled you or 
expelled you.



This Isn’t Our First Economic Downturn
If you’ve been around for more than just a few years and are closer to that half-century 
mark (like some of us seasoned veterans), you likely realize that this current downturn 
isn’t your first. You have endured and surpassed five major economic slumps prior to 
2020 and COVID-19.
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Interestingly, as we survey the prior five downturns – Black Monday, in which the 
economy dropped by 20 percent in a single day – the Kuwait invasion, the 
dot-com bubble burst, the real estate implosion and bear market that reduced 
our collective market cap by 50 percent, we notice that not every one of these 
involved a recession. 

So far, the COVID-19 plunge has produced a market adjustment of 33 percent in 
the space of just 5 weeks starting in January 2020. That’s a big change in a short 
amount of time, and it can feel like it involves a lot of unknowns.

Unknowns are tough. They introduce risk. Some of us avoid risk as much as 
possible and even make risk-averse career choices.

Yet, here we are. All of us, no matter how risk-averse, are facing similar challenges 
due to these economic changes.



So how are these changes affecting the 
accounting industry specifically?

● Remote workforce
● Clients not prepared to be remote 
● Security risks
● Extended tax deadline
● PPP questions and demands
● File access
● Disrupted workflows
● Change management mind shift 

Click here to learn more
7 Cost-Cutting Strategies to Lower 
Overhead and Energize AI and Automation

https://accounting.avii.com/7-cost-cutting-strategies-on-demand
https://accounting.avii.com/7-cost-cutting-strategies-on-demand
https://accounting.avii.com/7-cost-cutting-strategies-on-demand


Change management is one of the biggest challenges. Whether we love change or 
hate it; or whether we have learned to thrive within risk or avoid it, the biggest factor 
the current downturn has imposed upon us is that the focus on change 
management is universal. Tremendous change is upon us and the story we create, 
whether good or bad, planned or haphazard begins today. So manage it well.

So where do you start? If you’ve already begun, congratulations. If you haven’t, take 
heart – whatever you intend your future to look like, it is not too late to begin. You 
start by leaning in. 

As a note of inspiration, let us remember that 50 percent of the 
Fortune 100 and more than 50 percent of the companies on the 
S&P Index were begun during downturns.

So the point in all this is that the current downturn, while unprecedented in its 
circumstance is not unique. And it is surely not the last cataclysmic event we will 
face. But regardless of your role, we're out of our comfort zone now.
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We’ve learned collectively 
(particularly those of us who have 
lived and surmounted the prior 
downturns) that we can do this. 
We can excel. 

Like other great companies, we 
can invest in our upturn during 
the downturn, and emerge from 
this season with an incredible 
story, one with wisdom and 
strength. 

But for many of us, especially 
those of us in accounting, we’ve 
surmounted much by doing 
more with less in spite of our 
outdated tools.



Our passion, however, for client satisfaction and greatness has kept us moving 
forward. It perhaps is the single most important factor to our success. It is our passion 
– coupled with our vision and confidence – that will allow us to create and fulfill the 
role of trusted advisor for our teams, for our companies and most importantly, for the 
clients we serve.

As we all have the same number of hours in the day, this requires that we use 
automation to advance our individual and collective worth for our clients. 

As a pioneer in the category of software automation for accounting, Avii suggests you 
begin your automation in the following three ways:

1. Download the software calculator 
2. Request a free software audit 
3. Try Avii Workspace for analysis and trial free of charge

https://bit.ly/3fFnbuy
https://www.avii.com/practice-management-audit/?utm_campaign=WeatheringtheStorm&utm_medium=eBook&utm_source=InvestinYourUpturn
https://www.avii.com/signup/


As you begin writing what your future 
story will be, consider the following tips:

● Doing more with less requires strong 
automation. It is worth it. Whether 
you love change or abhor it, your 
business depends upon smart 
automation. 

● Use the current disruption as an 
opportunity to transform your 
business. 

● Let your passion help you emerge 
stronger. 

● Invest in your upturn (both personally 
and collectively) during the 
downturn. 



By now you should be excited to take your automation as far as you can. We’re here and ready to 
help! You can download the Software Calculator, get a free Software Audit, and use the entire Avii 
Workspace trial to see the difference better automation could be making for you.  

And we invite you to listen to our on-demand webinar in full and share it with your colleagues. You 
can find the link to the full session here. 

We look forward to talking with you.
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